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Summary: After the Sunset is a 2004 French psychological thriller film written and directed by
Olivier Dahan in his feature film debut. The film centers on Édouard, a man who is stuck in a rut that
he cannot seem to leave. After a weekend of unfulfilled lovemaking with Carmen, his jilted girlfriend
from high school, Édouard's depression worsens as he comes to terms with his own loss of innocence
and finds out more about his childhood sweetheart, Sandra. The director, the producers, the
screenwriter and other cast and crew members of this film were also nominated or won the César
Award for their work on this film in the following categories: Best First Feature Film - Olivier Dahan,
Best Original Screenplay for Olivier Dahan, André Téchiné, Best First Actor for Grégory Fitoussi,
Best First Actress for Mathilde Seigner, Best First Supporting Actor for Jean-Marc Roulot, Best First
Supporting Actress for Isabelle Huppert, Best Cinematography for Hubert Humblot, Best
Cinematography for Eric Gautherot, Best Editing for Jean-Paul Roufft, Best Makeup for Antoine
Cornette, Best Music for Philippe Garrel and Best Production Design for Christine Nauffel. Before
Sunset. A lot of legends and myths surround the name "Bende." Most people believe the name
"Bende" refers to a mysterious tree spirit that lives in the deserts of the Middle East, but we know
the truth. Bende means "supernatural light" in ancient Sumerian. It was an herb that was used to
treat illness and was also believed to cure being possessed by evil spirits. Empire: My fave film of
the year. >> It's a car, a boat, a romantic road movie told in super slow motion. It's a girl, a sexy all-
American she-wolf, and a '60s era adventure that takes forever to unfold. It's a light-on-its-feet
thriller that slyly taps into '70s mode and its provocative themes of married sex. It's a swish serial
killer dressed up as a monk. It's a story of lusty escapes and romantic experiences that unfold in the
toughest year of the 20th Century. It's Sunset in spring, and its every setting is filled with the beauty
of Los Angeles: the LA River on fire, the Beverly Hills dry cleaners, Gaffney's
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